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5KSMFVSP

• Specially designed fruit and vegetable strainer
accessory to work with the food grinder
attachment (5KSMFGA**)
To help create fresh jams, sauces, baby foods and
more
Removes any peels, resulting in finely puréed
fruits or vegetables

• Expand your creativity with the sausage stuffer
and/or food tray accessories***
To make home made sausage

KitchenAid Stand Mixer Optional Attachment 
Fruit and Vegetable Strainer Accessory  
5KSMFVSP

* Mixer sold separately.
** Not compatible with discontinued food grinder 5FGA. 

***  Sausage stuffer (5KSMSSA) and food tray (5KSMFT) accessories sold separately. 

• The strainer includes a strainer cone and a
strainer tray that fits onto the food grinder**
Easy to use and easy to clean



STANDARD PARTS  
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE ACCESSORY

Strainer tray and transparent splash shield
Fits onto the food grinder 5KSMFGA* for 
 processing/puréeing soft fruits and cooked 
 vegetables to make foods such as jams, purées, 
apple sauce, sauces and baby food.
It strains the food to a purée and separates any 
pips, stems or skins. So it’s not necessary to peel 
or core any product before putting into hopper.
Dishwasher-safe.

Large grind worm
The large grind worm is inserted in the food 
grinder attachment body.
Dishwasher-safe.

Strainer cone
The strainer cone should be attached over the 
large grind worm and works as a filter screen to 
separate any pips, stems or skins from the puréed 
ingredients.
Dishwasher-safe.

KitchenAid Stand Mixer Optional Attachment.

Fruit and Vegetable Strainer Accessory 5KSMFVSP
TECHNICAL DATA 

* Not compatible with discontinued food grinder 5FGA.

**  Food grinder (5KSMFGA) and fruit/vegetable strainer (5KSMFVSP) sold separately.

Material main housing Plastic
Product dimensions H × W × D 16 × 19 × 9.5 cm
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 15.3 × 10 × 26.2 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 17.6 × 21.5 × 27.5 cm
Net Weight 0.58 kg
Gross weight 0.76 kg
Master pack gross weight 1.68 kg
Master pack 2 units
Country of origin China

REFERENCE EAN EAN MASTER PACK (2 units)
5KSMFVSP 5413184602987 5413184403997




